Where Do They Live shutterfold—version 2

Cut out rectangle as one piece. Fold on solid lines. You should have a book that opens like the “shutters” on a window. Now turn it on its side so one flap opens up and one flap opens down.

Cut out the world map below and paste it inside the shutterfold book. Cut the instructions cards out and paste them inside the top and bottom flaps. Follow the instructions on the cards to complete this book. (It’s best to use colored pencils for this activity.)

Let’s Review the Continents and Oceans

Color the Oceans and Seas

Pacific Ocean—blue
Indian Ocean—yellow
Caribbean Sea—red

Atlantic Ocean—green
Arctic Ocean—orange
Gulf of Mexico—brown
Mediterranean Sea—purple

Mark Where Each Species of Sea Turtle Lives

Kemp’s ridley— K
olive ridley— O

flatback— F
loggerhead— R

leatherback— L
hawksbill— H

green— G
Where in the world do sea turtles live?